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(18 Nov 2014, Hong Kong) A key aspect of the Occupy in Hong Kong is the 

popularisation of smartphones and social media for the communication of 

protesters. Development psychologist Howard Gardner of Harvard University, 

whose research area includes the development of digital natives, agreed the 

communication technology could help mobilise people from all ages, but in the 

long term political change could not merely rely on the advancement of new 

technology. 

 

The young protesters who fully utilised their smartphones and accounts of 

social media kept close connection without apparent protest leaders. Answering 

the e-mail interview from Hong Kong Economic Journal, Gardner argued people 

among different age groups could gather easily with the assistance of 

smartphones and social media, causing the decline of organisations with top-

down power structure.  

 

POLITICAL CHANGE TAKES TIME 

 

However, he doubted if this 'ease of communication' would have lasting political 

effects. Governments could block the access of information, and significant 

political change took years to see the results, he claimed. Oscar Wilde’s phrase 

‘the problem with socialism is that it takes up too many evenings’ quoted by him 

explained his view. 

 

Gardner is known to the world since 1983 when he first proposed the theory of 

multiple intelligences. Few years ago, he and Katie Davis, Assistant Professor 

of Information School in University of Washington, co-published The App 

Generation: How Today’s Youth Navigate Identity, Intimacy and Imagination in 

a Digital World to illustrate their research of comparing kids and youth between 

digital and pre-digital era.  

 

BETTER OUT OF VIRTUAL LIMITATION FOR KNOWLEDGE 

 

Various banners, logos and artworks could be found in the Occupy areas. The 

App Generation highlights the digital generation, ‘digital natives’ as it calls, has 

greater imaginativeness than the pre-digital generation, but lower in literary 

performance. Gardner believed young people now were easier in expressing 



themselves by graphic images, but had fewer chances in reading long texts 

than in earlier days, which leads to their story-writing to be more prosaic.  

 

Gardner suggested young people should not allow the computer programmes to 

dictate how they live and imagine, as knowledge could only be explored by 

spending time, which app-dependence could have hindering effects in 

understanding the real world.  

 


